Oscar Wilde

Renowned for his wicked wit and bons
mots, Wilde also had a deep understanding
of the human condition - as revealed with
moving simplicity in THE BALLARD OF
READING GOAL.
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writer Oscar Wilde (1854-1900) was a Victorian celebrity, famed for his wit, his elegant appearance and his celebration
of decadence. But 1895, the year ofOscar Wilde, in full Oscar Fingal OFlahertie Wills Wilde, (born October 16, 1854,
Dublin, Irelanddied November 30, 1900, Paris, France), Irish wit, poet, andThis is a bibliography of works by Oscar
Wilde, a late-Victorian Irish writer. Chiefly remembered today as a playwright, especially for The Importance of being
Three months before Oscar Wilde was released from prison, in February 1897, his wife Constance obtained a legal
separation and a formalOscar Fingal OFlahertie Wills Wilde was born in Dublin on 16 October 1854. His father was a
successful surgeon and his mother a writer and literary hostess.Oscar Fingal OFlaherty Wills Wilde (16. oktober 1854
30. november 1900) var en irsk forfatter angiveligt opkaldt efter kong Oscar II, som hans far skulle havdeNumber One
Merrion Square is the former childhood home of one of Dublins most famous sons, the writer and dramatist Oscar
Wilde. American College Dublin - 8 min - Uploaded by Sabrina CruzStart your free 30 day trial at
http:///nerdyandquirky Filling out the ranks of tragic Table of contents: Who was Oscar Wilde? Fast Facts A Short
Biography Chronology of Wildes Life Photo Gallery (public domain photos) Born on October 16, 1854 in Dublin,
author, playwright and poet Oscar Wilde was a popular literary figure in late Victorian England, known forWhat is the
Victorian Web? What countries does the Victorian Web discuss? Can I use materials from The Victorian Web? Which
browsers work best with thisBorn in Dublin on 16 October 1854, Oscar Wilde was a flamboyant and sparklingly witty
Anglo-Irish playwright, poet and critic. Wilde shone at both Trinity College, Dublin and Magdalen College, Oxford.
He published his Faustian novel The Picture of Dorian Gray in 1890, and fell in 6 days ago The Happy Prince review a
Wilde biopic too in love with itself Book of the day Making Oscar Wilde by Michele Mendelssohn review. Merlin
Holland is Oscar Wildes grandson and the sole executor of his estate. He is the author of Irish Peacock & Scarlet
Marquess, the firstOscar Fingal OFlahertie Wills Wilde (16 October 1854 30 November 1900) was an Irish poet and
playwright. After writing in different forms throughout theNo name is more inextricably bound to the aesthetic
movement of the 1880s and 1890s in England than that of Oscar Wilde. This connection results as much Rupert
Everetts forthcoming film about Oscar Wildes tragic final years in exile has attracted some rave reviews, with talk of an
Oscar for Oscar.4562 quotes from Oscar Wilde: Be yourself everyone else is already taken., Always forgive your
enemies nothing annoys them so much., and To live is the A section of Oscar Wildes best put downs in his own words.
The argument could be made that Oscar Wilde, one of the greatest literary artists of what we persist in calling the fin de
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sieclethat is, roughly,Welcome to the official Oscar Wilde website. Learn more about Oscar Wilde and contact us today
for more information.
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